
TRAVEL & A/V REQUIREMENTS

For your attendees’ ideal experience, Matthew suggests the 
following:

Screen appropriate to room and audience size

Wireless lavalier microphone, if needed for room size

Wireless presentation clicker for slides

Matthew will send his presentation in advance, and asks that it 
be uploaded for use on the venue’s provided equipment. If you 
prefer him to use his own laptop instead, please let us know in advance.

All arrangements will be made by or in collaboration with 
Matthew’s team

For simplicity, Matthew’s standard agreement includes a fixed 
fee of $1500 for travel expenses inside the contiguous United 
States. 

Travel expenses include flights, hotel, rental car or other ground 
transportation, parking, meals, and other minor incidentals.

If you prefer to reimburse travel expenses based on itemized receipts, or 
in the event of travel outside the contiguous United States, we will send 
you an invoice (with receipts) within 15 days of the event, with payment 
due within 30 days of the invoice date.
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• Please note, there is a $100 administrative fee added to 
reimbursement-by-receipt requests.

• If Matthew has another speaking engagement within 48 hours 
of yours, the cost of the additional night’s stay and the flight cost 
will be split equally between event organizers.

A/V SUGGESTIONS

TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS



TRAVEL & A/V REQUIREMENTS

Young, energetic, contemporary, relatable, a powerhouse of differentiation, an 
expert in niche marketing, and a master sales systemization coach, Matthew 
is passionate about helping organizations thrive and succeed. With five 
multimillion-dollar business success stories to his name, all before the age of 
thirty, his achievements are reflected in the value and credibility he brings to every 
presentation.

Matthew is not a theorist; his methods come from hands on, real-world experience. 
With over 3500 business transformations and counting, Matthew provides instantly-
actionable strategies that make a real and lasting difference to audiences. Whether you’re a multinational 
conglomerate providing complex solutions to Fortune 500 companies, or a small business association working to 
give your members an edge over the competition, Matthew provides an uncomplicated blueprint for growth and 
success.

Matthew’s meteoric rise against all odds – and his honesty in sharing his personal challenges – creates an 
inspirational atmosphere of possibility and belief. Participants walk out of his presentations thinking, “If he can do 
it, so can I”… and with a complete understanding of the exact steps to follow to skyrocket their success.

And when it comes to understanding what makes a speaker truly stand out, Matthew gets it. As Founder and 
Executive Director of Small Business Festival, ranked as INC’s #3 conference in America for small business, he is 
annually responsible for organizing hundreds of speakers for thousands of attendees. He knows what it takes to 
motivate and inspire an audience, provide an amazing experience, and deliver long-lasting ROI.

Matthew is an internationally award-winning blogger and contributor to CEO, Entrepreneur, and Top Sales 
World Magazine. He is a recurring guest on FOX and NBC, and has appeared on top-rated podcasts including 
Entrepreneur on Fire and Eventual Millionaire. He’s the author of the bestseller The Introvert’s Edge: How the 
Quiet and Shy Can Outsell Anyone, endorsed by Neil Patel, Brian Tracy, Mark Roberge of Harvard, Derek Lidow of 
Princeton, and dozens more.

If you’re looking for a keynote speaker with an edge, who provides absolute return on investment, who will assist 
your organization in achieving unprecedented results, Matthew Pollard is your Rapid Growth® Guy!

ABOUT MATTHEW

I’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU! 

Thanks for your interest and for taking the time to see what I have to offer.
I’d love to hear more about your event and how I can help make it a success!

www.MatthewPollardSpeaker.combookmatthew@matthewpollard.com 1-833-BOOK-MATT 
1-833-266-5628


